"Marking Time" considers the relative scarcity of woman's image in Nazi propaganda posters during World War II. This scarcity departs from the ubiquity of women in paintings and sculptures of the same period. In the fine arts, woman served to solidify the "Nazi myth" and its claim to the timeless time of an Aryan order simultaneously achieved and yet to come.
The image of woman as mother, muse, and sex object was a crucial component of National The relative absence of women in Nazi posters points to an important, though visually repressed, presence of crisis in the regime's ideology. I argue in the following that attempts to contain woman's image exposed from the start fissures in the Nazi dream of a homogenous Volksgemeinshaft (people's community). More importantly, and of greater interest to the editorial concerns of Contemporaneity, is the manner in which the depiction of women also intervened in the Ungleichzeitgkeit (nonsynchronism) of Nazi temporality. I borrow this notion of nonsynchronism from Ernst Bloch. 3 Bloch was an early and insightful observer of the Nazi attempt to incorporate different temporalities, or social modes of experiencing and living in time, into its peculiar and popularly persuasive brand of atavism and futurity. For him, Nazi ideology was defined through its effort to reconcile the rural and the urban and the traditional and the modern.
The leadership's attempts at reconciliation ceaselessly confronted material and social contradictions that defined relations between these disparate modes of being in German society of the 1930s and 40s.
Bloch's notion of Ungleichzeitgkeit described the German state of affairs under Hitler, but it also, and more poignantly, played a prescriptive role in his revolutionary dialectic. He saw transformative potential in the material and social contradictions of a nonsynchronicity
that might yet turn Germany's unfolding history in a progressive direction. His insistence on taking time seriously set his analysis apart from others on the Marxist left who continued to herald the working class as the historical agent of socialist revolution. They accordingly dismissed as anachronistic and politically inconsequential the interests of a rural peasantry and petite bourgeoisie seduced by Nazism's appeal to earlier social modes. Time and tragedy would prove this dismissal fatally flawed.
In time, Bloch too would see the hopefulness of his revolutionary dialectic extinguished in the ruins of Hitler's Third Reich. His concept of the nonsynchronous has nonetheless enjoyed an afterlife in more recent analyses of "the Nazi myth" as Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe and Jean-Luc Nancy described the Hitler phenomenon in the 1980s. 4 Most relevant here is Eric Michaud's Cult of Art in Nazi Germany, which built on Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy's insights regarding the importance of art for the Nazi myth and its project of racist selfdefinition and "will to form." 5 For Michaud, this myth included an expressly temporal dimension intrinsic to a Nazi eschatology that heralded the Thousand-Year Reich as a salvation simultaneously achieved and yet to come. 6 Continually resurfacing in this timeless time of Nazi myth, however, was the sign of woman and her uncontainable timeliness. In the following, I examine various permutations of woman's image in Nazi paintings, sculpture, and poster art. Through this survey, we shall see the manner in which women marked time in ways that troubled the seamless Gestalt of the Nazi myth. In conclusion, we will also consider the extent to which woman and her imaging in the Third Reich continue to trouble our understanding of the Nazi myth today. thorough discussion of ever-changing and contradictory Nazi ideas on women and fashion. "Hard-liners" within the leadership were nonetheless consistent in their efforts to "rescue" women from fashion by insisting on a cosmetic-free,"natural" look as most consonant with the Party's Blut und Boden ideology. Among other things, hard-liners also spearheaded attempts to battle the appeal of French couture among German women by (fruitlessly) extolling the virtues of Volkstrachten. admonished the press to refrain from any "negative discussion" of the painting three days before the opening of the exhibit. was to maintain a high birth rate despite wartime restrictions and to further the master race.
M a r k i n g T i m e
Single women selected for Lebensborn duty were charged not only with breeding the Aryan elite; they were also to serve as unalloyed examples of the Blut und Boden ideal.
Accordingly, these women were prohibited from wearing lipstick, using fingernail polish, or plucking their eyebrows.
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The extent to which the art public was able to make connections between these policies and the images that confronted them from the walls of the Great German Art Exhibitions is unknown. However, some idea of viewer response can be gleaned from government security service reports on these annual shows. These reports, which began to be maintained in 1940, lend insight into public opinion that was otherwise silenced in the regime's highly regulated art press. 19 In 1940, they document public demand for more works having to do with contemporary events, including war images and depictions of labor. 20 In 1942, these reports also indicate a progressive decline in attendance at the yearly exhibitions particularly among workers and rural visitors. Their diminished presence was attributed to increasing travel and economic difficulties since the outbreak of the war. 21 Meanwhile, the largely middle and upper class art public that still visited the annual shows registered its growing displeasure particularly with the number and character of the nudes on display. They also complained about the frequent dissemination of such images in the form of postcards. The second Hoover collection poster referring to German territorial expansion was produced in Munich sometime after 1939. In this instance, the artist deviated from our previous example in which woman was presented as a desexualized Party automaton.
Instead, woman appears more eroticized in the Munich poster, complete with heavily madeup eyes and painted lips (Fig. 2) . Her blond, curled hair and clothes are dramatically windswept by the raging inferno behind her. A mother, she cradles a newborn in one arm while comforting a tearful young girl with the other. In this case, the artist combines the image of woman as mother with that of sexualized female victim. Such images took their place in an extensive propaganda campaign designed to rally men to the battlefront with stories of the murder and rape of German women and children by enemies of the expansionist Reich. Several additional posters surveyed for this essay come from the Propaganda Ministry's anti-espionage Shadowman campaign that began in 1943. 24 In one image, a woman fashionably attired in an orange shirtwaist dress and turban drapes herself on the arm of an off-duty serviceman (Fig. 3) . The two engage in an intimate conversation that is literally cast into darkness by the enlarged silhouette of hat-wearing man. The couple's shadowy encounter is thus rendered simultaneously illicit and potentially injurious to the nation. The poster encourages viewers to understand the threat as emanating not only from the eavesdropping specter who hovers nearby, but also from the flirtatious overtures of attractive young women who might seduce hapless servicemen into surrendering vital secrets.
Posters in the Shadowman campaign suggest that the women of most concern were those outside the regulatory constraints of the home and loose not only on the streets, but also within the workforce. Another image from this series depicts a telephone operator seated before a large and busy switchboard (Fig. 4) . 25 The operator turns genially in the direction of the shadowman whose dark silhouette falls on the wall behind her. Bright light from another source illuminates her smiling eyes, lips parted in speech, and the tight, regimented rows of her restrained, but fashionable permanent-wave hairstyle. Citing the need for chemicals, the Reich Minister for the Economy banned these hairstyles altogether in January 1943 only to lift the ban due to public complaint in March 1943. By then, however, few women--and certainly not your average switchboard operator--could afford them. 26 With her "artificial" coiffure, the operator of the Shadowman campaign takes her place among the ranks of urban, white-collar working women beholden to frivolous, "unGerman" fashion.
Moreover, her feminine vulnerability risks not only her own security, but also that of the nation. Too trusting and chatty, her loose lips might indeed "sink ships."
Female workers fared better in poster propaganda when they could be abstracted from the negative taint of the urban. In a Propaganda Ministry poster titled "You Also Help" from 1941, a female worker, a nurse, and a farmwoman stride happily along, arm in arm, over an undefined landscape (Fig. 5) . Behind them, the slightest suggestion of factory structures (at left) and cattle (at right) indicate the actual context for the help they are called on to perform. A colossal head of a male soldier hovers above them, god-like, in the sky. His sober visage provides a stern counterpoint to the smiling faces and light, happy-go-lucky steps of the women below. Their work may be necessary, but the omniscient presence of male military prowess above guarantees that their efforts are a temporary lark that will end with the "inevitable" victory to come.
Several of the Hoover posters used woman's image to urge public contributions of used clothing and linens to help offset material shortages during the war. 27 In one, a distinctly maternal woman, depicted with puffed sleeves and soft beneficence, carries a full armload of coats, shirts, and sweaters ready for donation ( After Stalingrad, poster artists faced the task of initiating women into Germany's new reality. The challenge was not only to rally the perennially suspect urban woman to the cause, but also to license her efforts within a male factory setting. In one solution, Fritz R.
Weber depicts a vigorous phalanx of men strapping on their helmets for battle in his poster titled "Harte Zeiten, Harte Pflichten, Harte Herzen" (Hard Times, Hard Duties, Hard Hearts) (Fig. 7) . They join the charge behind a large swastika banner that flaps above their heads.
The composition as a whole is a slashing diagonal of outstretched arms, blowing flag, and striding legs that underscores the heightened drama of the moment when the men heed the call to defend the fatherland. They hand their wrenches and hammers to the crowd behind them in the knowledge that others will take up the work to be done in the factory, which appears in the background. Shown prominently in the foreground of the crowd are two women with their shirtsleeves rolled up and their strong arms and hands at the ready for the tools handed to them. Their identity as modern, urban women is present but understated with their fashionable permanent-wave hairstyles making a covert, but crucial appearance. under the headscarf of the woman at left, the rest of her head is blocked out altogether from the compositional frame. Produced in 1943, "Hard Times" was adapted for a printed version of Josef Goebbels's declaration of total war announced at the Berlin Sportpalast in February
1943
. 30 The Propaganda Minister's speech was a last-ditch effort to rally national unity and support for the regime's floundering war effort among a population increasingly resentful of shortages, air raids, mounting death tolls, and a leadership that betrayed its social promises.
In 1944, security service reports indicate that the Propaganda Ministry's Shadowman campaign encountered increasing public ridicule. 31 The populace appears to have become unmoved by appeals to the enemy without as suspicion mounted that the real enemy existed within. Attempts to whip up public paranoia fell on deaf ears as people began to regard propaganda posters as little more than a waste of precious resources, especially after the onset of extreme paper shortages in spring 1943. Given that the Shadowman images also tended to configure modern, urban women as the weak link in national security, it is conceivable that these propaganda campaigns also suffered from alienating a constituency on which the regime was increasingly--and reluctantly--reliant.
Figure 7
Fritz R. Weber, "Hard times, hard we have seen, the poster art of this era, in its circumlocutions around the image of those very women the regime increasingly relied on to realize its war aims, registered this crisis in visual terms. History "resolved" this crisis in 1945 when women were literally bombed back to another era bereft of permanent waves, fashionable make-up, and the confident posture of the modern. In the end, Nazi hard-liners got their way on the woman front, but only in the wake of the regime's ignominious demise.
In his analysis of the Nazi myth, Michaud recounts how Hitler's cultural ideologues assigned to painting and sculpture a special role in the formation of the Third Reich's racist
Gestalt.
32 These media, above all, had the capacity to enfold within themselves past tradition and an ideal Aryan future to which present reality was slated to conform. Given the centrality of her image to the timeless time of the Nazi myth, woman's relative exclusion from the time-bound immediacy of propaganda posters comes as little surprise. When she did make an appearance there, however, she exposed a widening chasm between Nazism's aspiration to an eternal present and the rapidly changing realities of its war campaign. In her allegiance to fashion, the modern, urban woman above all marked time in a manner that the regime, especially in its period of disintegration, could no longer afford to exclude from its image realm.
To look beyond her picturing and to interpret woman's allegiance to fashion in the Third Reich as somehow dissident or subversive is to misconstrue a central feature of the Nazi phantasmagoria, however. As scholars have demonstrated, the Third Reich proved itself consistently adept at using fashion, entertainment, and other arenas of everyday desire and fantasy to preserve the illusion of freedom, personal fulfillment, and individual choice within its dictatorial machinery. 32 See, for example, his discussion of Baldur von Shirach's discussion of the relationship between art and reality. Michaud, 95ff.
